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Unit 5, Lesson 12: How Much Will Fit?
Let’s reason about the volume of different shapes.

12.1: Two Containers
Your teacher will show you some containers. The small container holds 200 beans.
Estimate how many beans the large jar holds.

12.2: What’s Your Estimate?
Your teacher will show you some containers.
1. If the pasta box holds 8 cups of rice, how much rice would you need for the other
rectangular prisms?
2. If the pumpkin can holds 15 fluid ounces of rice, how much do the other cylinders
hold?
3. If the small cone holds 2 fluid ounces of rice, how much does the large cone hold?
4. If the golf ball were hollow, it would hold about 0.2 cups of water. If the baseball
were hollow, how much would the sphere hold?
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12.3: Do You Know These Figures?
� �(!4�3(!0%3�!2%�4(%�&!#%3�/&�%!#(�490%�/&�/"*%#4�3(/7.�(%2%���/2�%8!-0,%��!,,�3)8
&!#%3�/&�!�#5"%�!2%�315!2%3�

�� �()#(�&!#%3�#/5,$�"%�2%&%22%$�4/�!3�!�<"!3%=�/&�4(%�/"*%#4�

�� �%2%�)3�!�-%4(/$�&/2�15)#+,9�3+%4#().'�!�#9,).$%2�
� �2!7�47/�/6!,3�

� �/..%#4�4(%�%$'%3�
� �()#(�0!243�/&�9/52�$2!7).'�7/5,$�"%�()$$%.�"%().$�4(%�#9,).$%2���!+%�4(%3%
0!243�$!3(%$�,).%3�

�2!#4)#%�3+%4#().'�3/-%�#9,).$%23���+%4#(�!�&%7�$)@%2%.4�3):%3��).#,5$).'�3(/24��4!,,�
.!22/7��7)$%��!.$�3)$%7!93���!"%,�4(%�2!$)53 !.$�(%)'(4 /.�%!#(�#9,).$%2�
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Are you ready for more?
��3/##%2�"!,,�)3�!�0/,9(%$2/.�7)4(� � ",!#+
0%.4!'/.!,�&!#%3�!.$��� 7()4%�(%8!'/.!,�&!#%3�
�/7�-!.9�%$'%3�).�4/4!,�!2%�/.�4()3�0/,9(%$2/.�

Lesson 12 Summary
�(%�6/,5-%�/&�!�4(2%%�$)-%.3)/.!,�>'52%��,)+%�!�*!2�/2�!�2//-��)3�4(%�!-/5.4�/&�30!#%�4(%
3(!0%�%.#,/3%3���%�#!.�-%!352%�6/,5-%�"9�>.$).'�4(%�.5-"%2�/&�%15!,�3):%$�6/,5-%
5.)43�4(!4�>,,�4(%�>'52%�7)4(/54�'!03�/2�/6%2,!03���/2�%8!-0,%��7%�-)'(4�3!9�4(!4�!�2//(!3�!�6/,5-%�/&� �����#5")#�&%%4��/2�4(!4�!�0)4#(%2�#!.�#!229���'!,,/.3�/&�7!4%2���%�#/5,$
%6%.�-%!352%�6/,5-%�/&�!�*!2�"9�4(%�.5-"%2�/&�"%!.3�)4�#/5,$�(/,$� 4(/5'(�!�"%!.�#/5.4
)3�./4�2%!,,9�!�-%!352%�/&�4(%�6/,5-%�).�4(%�3!-%�7!9�4(!4�!�#5")#�#%.4)-%4%2�)3�"%#!53%
4(%2%�)3�30!#%�"%47%%.�4(%�"%!.3����(%�.5-"%2�/&�"%!.3�4(!4�>4�).�4(%�*!2�$/ $%0%.$�/.
4(%�6/,5-%�/&�4(%�*!2��3/�)4�)3�!.�/+!9�%34)-!4%�7(%.�*5$').'�4(%�2%,!4)6%�3)8%3�/&
#/.4!).%23��
A.�%!2,)%2�'2!$%3��7%�345$)%$�4(2%%�$)-%.3)/.!,�>'52%3�7)4(�?!4�&!#%3�4(!4�!2%�0/,9'/.3�
�% ,%!2.%$�(/7�4/�#!,#5,!4%�4(% 6/,5-%3�/&�2%#4!.'5,!2�02)3-3���/7�7%�7),,�345$9�4(2%%�
$)-%.3)/.!,�>'52%3�7)4(�#)2#5,!2�&!#%3�!.$�#526%$�352&!#%3��#/.%3��#9,).$%23��!.$
30(%2%3�

�/�(%,0�53�3%%�4(%�3(!0%3�"%44%2��7%�#!.�53% $/44%$�,).%3�4/�2%02%3%.4�0!243�4(!4�7%
7/5,$.�4�"%�!",%�4/�3%%�)&�!�3/,)$�0(93)#!,�/"*%#4�7%2%�).�&2/.4�/&�53���/2�%8!-0,%��)&�7%
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Unit 5, Lesson 12: How Much Will Fit?
1.

a. Sketch a cube and label its side length as 4 cm (this will be Cube A).
b. Sketch a cube with sides that are twice as long as Cube A and label its side length (this will be
Cube B).
c. Find the volumes of Cube A and Cube B.

2. Several glass aquariums of various sizes are for sale at a pet shop. They are all shaped like rectangular
prisms. A 15-gallon tank is 24 inches long, 12 inches wide, and 12 inches tall. Match the dimensions of
the other tanks with the volume of water they can each hold.
A. Tank 1: 36 inches long, 18 inches wide, and
12 inches tall

1. 5 gallons
2. 10 gallons

B. Tank 2: 16 inches long, 8 inches wide, and 10
inches tall
C. Tank 3: 30 inches long, 12 inches wide, and
12 inches tall

3. 20 gallons
4. 30 gallons

D. Tank 4: 20 inches long, 10 inches wide, and
12 inches tall

3. Two paper drink cups are shaped like cones. The small cone can hold 6 oz of water. The large cone is
the height and

the diameter of the small cone. Which of these could be the amount of water the

large cone holds?
A. 8 cm
B. 14 oz
C. 4.5 oz
D. 14 cm
4. The graph represents the volume of a cylinder with a height equal to its radius.
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a. When the diameter is 2, what is the radius of
the cylinder?
b. Express the volume of a cube of side length
as an equation.
c. Make a table for volume of the cube at
,
,
, and
.

d. Which volume is greater: the volume of the
cube when
, or the volume of the
cylinder when its diameter is 3?

(from Unit 5, Lesson 7)
5. Select all the points that are on a line with slope 2 that also contains the point

.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
(from Unit 3, Lesson 10)
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6. Solve:
(from Unit 4, Lesson 14)
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